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download it. Get started for free!.In other words, the judge would require the Ukrainian to provide
arms in the interests of the US but not in his own interests? There's already a bill in congress that
attempts to limit that requirement on foreign countries. I think I can boil it down to the fact that
Judge Vazquez has his resume on a "World-Class Foreign Intelligence Specialist" in the intelligence
community on one end of the spectrum and a practitioner of "Corporatocracy" who has made it his
mission to help politically-connected corporations pass laws to cut off gun rights for individuals on
the other end. I'm not sure he's going to even listen to whatever the defense offers.
__________________"Modern warfare is a massacre, and it is fought by modern weapons as a
matter of course, not as a matter of choice." --Herman Hirtzfeld, late US diplomat to East Europe,
1992 In other words, the judge would require the Ukrainian to provide arms in the interests of the
US but not in his own interests? There's already a bill in congress that attempts to limit that
requirement on foreign countries. I think I can boil it down to the fact that Judge Vazquez has his
resume on a "World-Class Foreign Intelligence Specialist" in the intelligence community on one end
of the spectrum and a practitioner of "Corporatocracy" who has made it his mission to help
politically-connected corporations pass laws to cut off gun rights for individuals on the other end.
I'm not sure he's going to even listen to whatever the defense offers. I do agree that this is a problem
for which there are solutions but I think we need to work on the "lawmakers" side of the problem
before we can go forward on the "judges" side. If this does turn into an issue with this judge, he'll
have to recuse himself if not also turn in his weapon in illegal form (like he has to if he is caught in
the act) which I just don't think will happen. We need to make it harder for law enforcement to use
weapons at all because I think it will eventually end up like a gun-show just used to breed guns. I
agree with that too but there is no reason to tell everyone that it is illegal. It's illegal in ba244e880a
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